AGENDA REPORTS PACK
EXTRA-ORDINARY MEETING OF THE COUNCIL
(TV)
17th May 2022
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22/140.

Reports

The Bar and Events working group has been discussing ways in which we can screen TV events such
as the Jubilee coverage and sports events such as the British Grand Prix, Wimbledon finals, the
World Cup in the autumn. The objective is to generate business for bar sales and run events to
appeal to a wide range of residents. There are also opportunities to enhance weddings and
corporate events with loop projection of slides or photos.
We would like to be able to have this installed in time for the Jubilee (2nd June) to showcase the
facility to the hundreds of people visiting the village Hall over that weekend.
For events to be screened to large audiences, requiring a bigger screen than 75”, the best option is
to use a ‘short throw’ projector to screen a streamed TV broadcast from a laptop onto a wall. CPC’s
existing projector is several years old and not suitable for this as it is not compatible with modern
laptops, not bright enough to project in daylight and does not project a large enough clear image.
The proposed projectors will also be suitable for hirers to use for presentations etc.
There are TV points already in place (1 in Hall, 3 in Balcony Room). Given the size of the rooms, it is
important to be able integrate the TV sound into our new audio system.
We have obtained quotes from 2 specialist suppliers and obtained cost comparisons from the
internet (option C) – see overleaf.
One of the suppliers strongly recommends getting a laser projector rather than the conventional
bulb version: it lasts longer and does not need a cool down after use. He has quoted for a lamp
projector but makes the point that the model proposed by his competitors is a home projector which
is more suitable for a fixed install rather than professional/commercial models which are designed
for moving around (as we would need).
There are sufficient funds in the Village Hall and Nursery reserve to pay for this equipment: £187k at
21/22 year end (although approx. £115k is required for final payments to SEH French and architects
– leaving approx. £72k).
There needs to be some sort of protection from accidental damage for the TV screen in the Hall
because of the nature of usage of the Hall. We have allowed for £350 approx. but may need
something more substantial.
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Prices excluding VAT
Hall
75" TV

A

B - lamp

B - laser

C

No.
1

Short throw projector - also
suitable for presentations

LG 75NANO866PA
Optoma HD29HST
(conventional
bulb)

Protective screen

£916

75" Smart TV (4K
Smart Functions)

£669

75" Smart TV (4K
Smart Functions)

£669

£666

Optoma HD29HST
(lamp)

£658

Optoma ZH406ST
(laser)

£1,482

£334

£334

Currys - JVC LT-75CF810 75"
Smart 4K

£466

Currys - Optoma HD29HST
(conventional lamp)

£683

£334

£344

Balcony
65" TV

0

LG 65NANO866PA

£0

75" TV

1

LG 75NANO866PA

£916

General
Adaptions for audio system (by
Avanit)
Brackets & mounts

65" Smart TV (4K
Smart Functions)
75" Smart TV (4K
Smart Functions)

£443
2

£0
£669

65" Smart TV (4K
Smart Functions)
75" Smart TV (4K
Smart Functions)

£443

£443
£98

£466

£443
Currys - MOUNT MASSIVE MNT
302 5343010

TV Installation (estimate)

Estimate

£250

Estimate

£250

AV Integration by Avanit (estimate)

Estimate

£400

Estimate

£400

TOTAL ex VAT
Notes

Flat mount/tilt

£0

£133

Discount

£98

£669

Currys - JVC LT-65CF810 65"
Smart 4K
Currys - JVC LT-75CF810 75"
Smart 4K

Sanus VLL5

TV/ AV Installation

Flat mount/tilt

£0

£650

£650

£3,520

£4,345

£49

-£158
£3,900

Separate installer, cost
estimated - no under-taking
on timing. TVs include 1 set
headphones each

Comparable lamp projector.
Knows our audio system and
more certain integration. Has
confirmed he can install by end
May

Better quality, longer lasting
projector. Knows our audio
system and more certain
integration. Has confirmed he
can install by end May

£3,101
No guarantee that components
would integrate with existing
system, or that integration costs
can be maintained. Need to find
an installer. No under-taking on
timing (projector currently out of
stock

Option with 2 x 75" and 2 x 65"

£5,365

£4,536

£5,361

£3,898

Option with 1 x 75" and 3 x 65"

£5,115

£4,326

£5,151

£3,806

Option with 1 x 75" and 1 x 75"

£3,900

£3,520

£4,345

£3,101
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